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1. INTRODUCTION 

Fixed target beauty (B) experiments proposed at the SSC or LKC come in two buic 
‘types. Extracted beam experiments we a bent crystal of silicon or some other method to 
extract c. beam of protons psraciticdly from the circulating beam u the collider experiments 
are taking data. The two chief extracted beam experiments are the LFIB’ collaboration at 
the LEC and the SFT’ collaboration at the SSC. The second type of tixed target expcrlment 
plsces the detector around the circulating beam using a gu jet or thin wire(c) u a target. 
The (GAJETJ) experiment proposed at CERN for LHC and the HersB’ experiment at 
DESY are of this type. 

2. GENERAL COMMENTS ON FIXED TARGET TRACKING 

The basic diRerence fleeting design between tixed target experiments and coUIdcr 
experiments is the large Lorens boost that dI decay products we given in fixed target 
experiments. Because of this, dl iixed target experiments are long (SO-100 meters) and cover 
a smdl mlid angle (8 - 100 wad) unlike the typical collider experiment wldcb attempts to 
cover a 4x solid angle md on average hu much lower momentum decay products. The basic 
layout of a fixed target B experiment’ is u foIIows: the target (internal/external) is fdlowed 
by a silicon micravertex detector, wire chunberc, one or two dipole magnet(c), ndditiond 
wire chambers, and a cllorlmeter folIowed by a muon detector. There in a h&on ID system 
placed before or after the magnet(s). 

AU fixed target experiments have better primary vertex remIution than c&der ex- 
periment@ either because the target is mmII (internd target or extemd target) or became 
the vertex detector is very close to the target (utemd target). The large loreru hooct &a 
very long decay paths for B particles in the Iab frame with an werage B decay Iength of 
16mm for UI 800 GeV proton beam or 95mm for a 20 TeV proton beam. Hence the ratio of 
decay length to vertex remlution ia l/u > 300 for SSC iixed target experiments. 

8. OCCUPANCY CONSIDERATIONS 

The occupancy of a @trip or wire ic defined to be the probability that the #trip or rin 
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will firein an average event. It is generally believed that efficient tracking is not possible with 
occuplndcs greater than 10%. Let 8 be th c n a gl e a track make* with the beam direction. 
Fixed target interactions with beam energies of many TeV produce large numbers of charged 
tracks at small 8. The need for low occupmcy is an important detector con&&t for fixed 
target experimentr. 

In Figure 1 we show the PYTHIA simulation of the occupe.rx.y YC~UII 8 for strips 
which subtend IO-’ radianna in B - B events with beam energy of 20 TeV (fi = 193 GeV). 
At 9 of 2-3 mrad the occupancy is about 1% and rises to 10% for strips which subtend lo-’ 
radians. A strip of 25 micron width subtends 10.” radians if it ia 2.5 meters from the primary 
interaction. If a gas tracking chamber is placed 10 meters from the primary interaction and 
has wire spacings of 1 mm, then each wire subtends lo-’ radians. Therefor 2 or 3 mrad is 
the practical lower 9 limit for tracking with gas chambers. 

Figure 1: Occupeary of e *cd taqct experiment st SSC energtn r.4 D fmetion of *iv& 

Silicon microstrip detectors can have occupancies below 10% even at 9 = 0 provided 
they are at least several meters from the primary interaction. Bowever the radiation doac at 
a collider6 with luminosity of 103’ is 2.7 x lO’/d’ rad per year, where d is the distance from 
the beam in cm. So the silicon must be at least 1 cm from the beam which forces 8 > 1 
mrad even far detectors 10 meters from the primary interaction. For extracted beam fixed 
target experim&?, the silicon may extend down to b’ = 0. 

4. ACTIVE TARGET CONSIDERATIONS 

An active target provides topological information which supplements the kinematic 
information from the rest of the detector. Requiring all tracks to come from the same vertex 
greatly reducea combinatoric background when reconstructing B decsys. Mis-tag, from D 
decays can be corrected if the B to D decay chain is recognized. The charge of a B. is the 
best possible tag. Measuring the charge of the B. is very difficult without the topological 
information from the active target. 

The SFT active target was studied using a Pythia event generator coupled to GEANT 
(with simulated delta rays, multiple wattering, secondary interactions and Coulomb watter- 
ing) and the SFT lilicon tracking program. The primary and secondary vertex renolutions 
and impact plrametcr rcaolutiona are listed in Table 1. The tracking efficiency for finding a 
8ingle track we.a found to he 95 %. 

* asmming 200 pm active target foils 

Table 1. Vertex resolutions and impact parameter resolutions. 

c* 0, 0. 
Primary vertex’ Kpm Kpm 5gpm 
Primary vertex(using beam track) 3pm 48rn 5gpm 
Secondary vertex (typical B) Bpm Kpm 300pm 
Secondary vertex (B + n) 4pm Bpm 250pm 
Impact puameter (Iepton) atim 
Two track distance of closest approach 3 ,nn 4 pm 

To evaluate the ability of the active target to distinguish charged from neutral B 
tracks, the distance of lhc B vertex to the ncareat other charged track was c.lculated and 
the resulting histogram is shown in Figure 2. The median of the distribution is 100 pm 
which IIIC~.IIII the.t for one half of all B events the B vertex ia separated by at least 3 stripa 
(25 pm pitch) from the nearest charged track in at hwt one view. 
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Fiiurc 2: DLtancc .dkm.t c.pproacb for any charged track lo tlir B decay vrrtu, 



5. MAGNETIC SPECTROMETERS AND TRACKING 

5.1 Per/omance Considemliaw 

AU of the B Physics studies which are planned require very good tracking efficiencica 
and resolutions at high rates ( 10’ --t 10’ interactions per second) both in the ailicon microver- 
tex detector and the spectrometer proper. Special attention has been given to providing for 
adequate redundancy in the SFT spectrometer’ to assure the requisite level of performance. 
The SFT Spectrometer ia a two magnet ayatem where the magnets are operated with oppo- 
site and equal fi kicks of magnitude 1.2 GeV/c each. The tracking information ia provided 
by a silicon microvertex detector composed of a live target and tracker planes, folI.,,ved by 
Bets of pad chambers and wire chambers placed before, between, and after the two analysis 
magnets. The silicon microvertex detector is optimized far high precision off-line tracking 
for the B and charm decays and provides bit informs&m to the vertex trigger. The pad 
chambers provide fast input to the tracking trigger. The tracking chambers upstream of the 
sndyais magnets are positioned to detect the K” and A decays. Various characteristics of 
the SFT spectrometer tracking components are summarieed in Table 2. 

Table 2. SFT spectrometer tracking components. 

Frmt spectrometer 

middle spectrometer 

rear spectrorqeter 

Characteristic0 
90 planes - 15 per view (x,y,u,v,u’,v’) 200 pm double sided 
30 planes - 5 per view (x,y,u,v,u’,v’) 200 pm double rided 

30 planes - 10 per view (X+,-J) wire chambers/ straw tubes 
3 planes of pad chambera 

30 planes - 10 per view (x.u,v) straw tubes 
2 planes of pad chambers 

54 planes - 18 per view (x,u,v) atraw tubes 
3 planes of pad chambers 

In order <o minimize multiple scattering and maximize resolutiona, all spaces between 
chambers, including the volume inside of the magnets have been tilled with He baga. In 
addition, the silicon microstrip detector will be operated in a He gss environment. 

5.8 Momentum and Mars Resofuliow 

The momentum and mms resolutions of the SFT spectrometer have been studied 
using L tracking simulation and they are given in Table 3. The tracks used in the extraction 
of the resolution of the SFT configuration have been generated using Monte Cab of; a) 
Random momentum diatributians within geometric acceptance b) Pythia generated two. 
body final states of: 

JN + PP (1) 
B+m,Kr,KK (2) 

Tbeae tracks have been propagated through the SFT spectrometer while taking into account 
chamber resolutions and multiple scattering. Chamber efficiencies are .usumcd to be 90% 
throughout the spectrometer. Fitted tracka have been pmduced using a reconstruction 
program and were compared to the input tracks in order to evaluate reconstruction efficiency 
and obtain track and maw reaolutians. 

The global track momentum resolution aa a function of momentum ia 

(TpjP = .0009 + .00000941 * P (3) 

for the SFT spectrometer. 

Table 3. SFT momentum resolution and maw resolution. 

1 w/PI 1 UP/P 1 0~ (MeV) 
J/$ + /L@ 0.0039 0.0025 7.6 
B ---t r+r- 0.0045 0.0029 13.0 

The excellent mass resolution shown in Table 3 as~urne~ that the mus of lhe tracked 
particle in known. Figure 3 shows the maw spectrum for five decay modes: Bi + a-~, 
Bj + Kn, B.” --t K+K-, B,o --a Kn and B.” - xx where one or both of the kaona have 
been ansigned a pion mass. Since these modes may well have comparable branching r&x, 
the need for particle identification is clear. 

Figure 4 depicts the SFT mass reaolutian for all of the above modes, with particle 
identification provided by a RICE and L TRD. The badron identification efficiencies and 
rejectiona used can be found within these pmceedingn’ in the hadron identification section. 
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Figma S: Mua mpectra for Br and 8. moda ritbmt putidc idcntication. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Extracted beam iixed target experiment8 provide the excellent mrus remlution and 
particle identification efficiency needed for B physics. Active targets enhance the ability 
of the detector to reconstruct complex decay modes. Coulomb scattering in the silicon of 
the active targel does not prevent the detector from achieving high me..ss resolution. Wb& 
internal target experiments would have sim&.r mass resolutions, momentum reaolutiona md 
particle ID efficiencies, they cannot we an active target and the beam pipe would not allow 
them to detect the smallest angle tracks. 
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Figure I: ?.,.,a ,pect,. for B, and 8. moda ritb puti& identinution. 
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